Aluminium parts for packaging machines are produced with
full automation on the ACURA 65 EL. The smallest parts have
dimensions of 50 x 50 x 80 mm, while the largest parts can be
up to 700 mm long.

The ACURA 65 EL is loaded through the
900 x 720 mm lateral loading opening.

A good team: the Titanium 180 and the ACURA 65 EL have been working together very well since February 2018.

Edumar Managing Directors Marius and Eduard Wijlaars (middle)
and employee Joey van der Wallen are very pleased with the
purchase of the ACURA 65 EL from HEDELIUS and the Titanium
180 from BMO Automation. Maarten van Bun, Marketing Manager
at BMO Automation, HEDELIUS Managing Director Dennis
Hempelmann and Promas Managing Director Richard Hermans
confirm that the systems are working well together on site.
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Satisfaction prevails
Since early 2018, the company has been
using the ACURA 65 EL from HEDELIUS
together with a Titanium 180 from BMO
Automation. As all of the employees already
have experience in using 5-axis machines

